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STREET SCAPE
O N E
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Reflecting back on Q3 is a tale of two halves, with Covid-19 having shaken up all aspects of 
our work and personal lives. After a difficult first half of the year, we’ve seen many of our well-
known brands returning to Out of Home for Q3 and beyond. As Christmas approaches quickly, 
we welcomed the return of the popular 12 Deals campaign from Spar in September, with many 
other brands planning festive activity for the final quarter of 2020. 

With public health and safety still a top priority, it’s unsurprising to note the strong performance 
of the Political and Advisory category, ending Q3 with almost 16% of the market share, up 65% 
from the same period in 2019. The Executive Office and Public Health Agency ran multiple 
campaigns each, delivering Covid related messaging in towns across Northern Ireland. 

With foreign travel out of the question this year, local attractions and Tourism NI capitalised on 
the opportunity for staycations. Tourism and Travel ended the quarter as the second largest 
category, with 13.5% SOV and YoY growth of 12%.

Digital Out of Home formats have grown in popularity amongst advertisers, representing 30.3% 
share of all OOH advertising display value. In a changed world, the ability to deliver targeted 
and relevant content is a significant benefit to advertisers. In addition, the ease of switching 
on or changing creatives to reflect the current environment offers flexibility unrivalled by other 
media. 

Through this third quarter of 2020, we’ve seen changing restrictions across NI, first localised 
at postal district, before being rolled out provincewide. Not only has OOH proven itself as a 
highly effective medium at delivering content at scale regardless of the restrictions imposed on 
people movement, but as a specialist we’ve also adapted. Now Near Next continues to deliver 
insights with a local focus, reflecting on our ability to understand how people here are moving. 
Our data insights have also been used to great effect, delivering engaging content to the right 
audiences at the right time. 

As we enter the final months of the year, we look forward to seeing the festive campaigns and 
special builds that will build excitement and engagement with the OOH audience. After all, 
Christmas might be unusual this year, but it hasn’t been cancelled and we’re all craving a normal 
festive period with all the trimmings. 

Darren Jackson, Director, PML Group NI

Momentum builds for OOH in Q3 and 
beyond
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Top 15 OOH Advertisers Q3 2020

*(% up/down display value 
compared to Q3 2019)
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Top 10 OOH Categories Q3 2020

*(% up/down display value 
compared to Q3 2019)
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IN THE MAIN FRAME
T W O
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Top 10 DOOH Advertisers Q3 2020
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Top 10 DOOH Categories Q3 2019
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THE BIG FIVE
T H R E E
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(Based on display value at rate card)

Cycle 16Cycle 15Cycle 14

The Big Five

Lidl

Translink - Corporate

Guinness

Rockshore Light

The Executive Office - Coronavirus

Tourism NI

Guinness

Lidl

Translink 

Public Health Agency

Tourism NI

Rockshore Light

KFC

Guinness

Translink

£124,551

£85,115

£83,268

£76,774

£56,975

£139,752

£94,548

£76,370

£74,425

£62,675

£189,157

£123,584

£69,690

£65,260

£56, 367
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The Big Five

Cycle 17

CCS - Coronavirus

Lucozade Energy

Tourism NI

The Executive Office - Coronavirus

Rockshore Light

£144,583

£97,264

£96,241

£94,558

£93,759

Cycle 18

Tourism NI

CCS - Coronavirus

The Executive Office - Coronavirus

Brennans Bread

McDonald’s

£292,032

£137,535

£117,583

£89,261

£54,170

Cycle 20

(Based on display value at rate card)

Virgin Media

AbbeyAutoline

Danske Bank

Guinness

McDonald’s

£107,534

£98,553

£96,729

£95,883

£79,660

Cycle 19

Virgin Media

Tourism NI

CCS - Coronavirus

AbbeyAutoline

Danske Bank

£257,259

£133,535

£117,583

£84,692

£81,154
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RE//FORMAT
T H R E E
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The chart below shows the breakdown of the entire OOH market by format type, based on display value in Q3 
2020.

Market breakdown by format
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1

Diageo

Tourism NI

McDonald’s

2

3

Top 3 Large Format Advertisers Q3 2020
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Top 3 Small Format Advertisers Q3 2020

1

McDonald’s

Diageo

Public Health Agency

2

3
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Top 3 Transport Format Advertisers Q3 2020

1

Department for Infrastructure

Diageo

Public Health Agency

2

3
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Contact Details
For further details on this report or Posterwatch in general please contact: Lorraine McNaughton lorraine@pmlgroup-ni.com 

About PML Group

About Posterwatch

Established in 1982, PML Group is Ireland’s leading OOH 
communications and location marketing experts. We are engaged 
in the data led planning and buying of Out of Home media and 
dynamic Digital Out of Home media on behalf of Ireland’s leading 
media agencies, media independents, advertising agencies and 
advertisers.
 

The group consists of Poster Management, Source out of home, 
AmbientPlus, Poster Audit Bureau, Digital Out of Home centre and 
Design+, all specialising in the various aspects of OOH advertising. 
We have offices in both Dublin and Belfast, serving the entire island 
of Ireland.

PML Group is part of the Posterscope Worldwide Network. 

Posterwatch is PML Group’s market intelligence service, providing 
the most comprehensive information and design library in the Out 
of Home market in Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland. It 
measures the formats, weights, value and timing of every Out of 
Home campaign in every cycle.
 
Our Posterwatch information stretches back 25 years and 
information on a cycle is available in the week following the end of 

the cycle. All Out of Home advertising is covered by Posterwatch, 
from billboards and bus shelters, to buses, ambient media and 
Digital OOH formats. Regional transport formats not included in 
analysis. 

Posterwatch is the quickest as well as the most complete source of 
OOH advertising data in the country.

/PMLGroupNI028 90 333714 pmlgroup-ni.com

/PMLGroupNI /pmldigital /pmlgroupni

Location Based Marketing


